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ON THE COMPUTABILITY OF SOME POSITIVE-DEPTH
SUPERCUSPIDAL CHARACTERS NEAR THE IDENTITY
RAF CLUCKERS, CLIFTON CUNNINGHAM, JULIA GORDON, AND LOREN SPICE
Abstract. This paper is concerned with the values of Harish-Chandra char-
acters of a class of positive-depth, toral, very supercuspidal representations
of p-adic symplectic and special orthogonal groups, near the identity element.
We declare two representations equivalent if their characters coincide on a spe-
cific neighbourhood of the identity (which is larger than the neighbourhood
on which the Harish-Chandra local character expansion holds). We construct
a parameter space B (that depends on the group and a real number r > 0)
for the set of equivalence classes of the representations of minimal depth r
satisfying some additional assumptions. This parameter space is essentially
a geometric object defined over Q. Given a non-Archimedean local field K
with sufficiently large residual characteristic, the part of the character table
near the identity element for G(K) that comes from our class of representa-
tions is parameterized by the residue-field points of B. The character values
themselves can be recovered by specialization from a constructible motivic ex-
ponential function, in the terminology of [10]. The values of such functions
are algorithmically computable. It is in this sense that we show that a large
part of the character table of the group G(K) is computable.
Introduction
Recent years have seen considerable progress in the program of studying har-
monic analysis on p-adic groups in a field-independent fashion. This paper takes
another step in that program.
On one hand, we are motivated by the hope of an analogy with the case of
finite groups of Lie type, where for many representations, character values “near
the identity” are given by Green polynomials, and where in general the characters
are recovered from geometric objects. On the other hand, we are guided by the
examples in [22, 26] that indicate that for a representation of a p-adic group, the
character values at certain families of topologically unipotent, regular semisimple
elements can be expressed in terms of the numbers of rational points of a family of
hyperelliptic curves over the residue field.
We consider in this paper a class of functions that includes both rational func-
tions in the cardinality of the residue field and functions defined by such geometric
counting methods; namely, the class of constructible exponential functions defined
in [10]. See §2.7 for details. The key feature of these functions is that they can be
described in a field-independent manner, by means of a formal language of logic.
Our hope is that Harish-Chandra character of a supercuspidal representation of a
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p-adic group belongs to this class of functions. In this paper, we prove that this is
the case for the restrictions to a neighbourhood of the identity of the characters of
a certain class of toral, very supercuspidal, positive-depth representations of sym-
plectic and (split) special orthogonal groups. A similar result (stated in slightly
different terms) was proved in [17] for a class of supercuspidal, depth-zero repre-
sentations (the so called Deligne–Lusztig representations) of symplectic and odd
orthogonal groups.
Following the program outlined in [20], we will prove our result by using the
theory of motivic integration and the language of definable subassignments. The
specific version of motivic integration that we use here was developed by R. Cluckers
and F. Loeser in [10, 11]. We refer to these original papers for details, and to the
expository articles [9, 18, 21] for an introduction to these ideas and the language.
When we try to talk about the Harish-Chandra characters of the representations
of a p-adic matrix group in a field-independent way, we encounter the issue of being
unable to identify how we can keep the representation the “same” while varying
the ground field. More precisely, at present, we do not know if the construction of
supercuspidal representations can be carried out within the formal language that
we use, without fixing the field first; so any question about “the character of a
given representation π” is not well defined in this context. Instead, we construct,
for each local, non-Archimedean field K, a space, over the residue field of K, whose
rational points parameterize r-equivalence classes of supercuspidal representations,
in the sense of Definition 2.9. See Definition 4.4. The necessity of constructing this
parameter space before even beginning to speak of character values requires us to
impose numerous conditions on the representations that we consider.
Once we construct the parameter space, we show that there is a constructible
motivic exponential function (whose variables are the parameters for the represen-
tation, and a group element) whose specialization at K encodes the restrictions of
the Harish-Chandra characters of the representations of G(K) that we consider, up
to a rational constant. See Theorem 2.23.
Now we say a few words about the methods of this construction, and the assump-
tions that, at present, we have to impose on the representations that we consider.
Our main strategy is to express the restriction of the character to a neighbourhood
of the identity as a Fourier transform of an orbital integral at a semisimple element,
and then to use the results of [14] about good orbital integrals.
To make this more precise, let, for the moment, K be a fixed local, non-Archimedean
field, andG a connected, reductive, algebraic group defined overK. In [27], Kim and
Murnaghan describe the theory of Γ-asymptotic expansions. This is a generalization
of Murnaghan–Kirillov theory (see [4, 34]) that associates to a smooth, irreducible
representation π of G(K) satisfying certain conditions (see [27, Definition 4.1.3(2)])
a K-rational, semisimple element Γ in the Lie algebra of G(K) (see Theorem 4.4.1
loc. cit.). In order to combine these results with those of Cunningham–Hales [14],
we need to impose restrictions on Γ (see Definition 2.3). These conditions imply
that the representation π is supercuspidal (indeed, toral and “very supercuspidal”),
so that we may use the explicit construction described by J.-K. Yu (see [42] and
our §2.6).
Once we have constructed the parameter space for the good orbital integrals
that arise from the characters that we consider, we use motivic integration to show
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that the distribution characters , evaluated at families of constructible test func-
tions supported by the given neighbourhood of the identity element, again produce
constructible functions in the parameters. From this, we proceed to show that the
Harish-Chandra character function is, in fact, a constructible exponential function,
using a result of J. Korman on the local constancy of characters [30] (which we
reproduce here as Theorem 4.8). This is carried out in Section 4.4. We observe
that the local constancy result by itself is not sufficient to conclude that the char-
acter is a constructible exponential function, and we need all our conclusions about
the distribution character in addition to it. In Section 3, we offer a more general
perspective on distributions and definability, which we expect to be useful in the
context of motivic integration.
To summarize, starting with a symplectic or special orthogonal group G, and
a positive real number r, we produce a definable subassignment Bg,−r whose kK-
points parameterize the r-equivalence classes of “restricted” representations (in the
sense defined in Section 2.6) of G(K) of minimal depth r, where kK stands for the
residue field of K. We then define, for each y ∈ Bg,−r(kK), a constructible expo-
nential motivic function on the “subassignment” of regular topologically unipotent
elements in G such that the restriction of its specialization to a neighbourhood of
the identity (depending on r) coincides with the restrictions of the Harish-Chandra
characters of the representations of G(K) in the r-equivalence class that corresponds
to the point y.
By definition, the values of such constructible exponential functions are in prin-
ciple algorithmically computable. It is in this sense that we show that in principle,
there exists an algorithm that generates the part of the character table of G that
corresponds to the character values of restricted representations of a given minimal
depth, in a neighbourhood of the identity element (which depends on the depth).
The third author is grateful to Fiona Murnaghan for helpful conversations and
encouragement, and to Max Planck Institute in Bonn for hospitality while a part
of this paper was written.
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1. Preliminaries
In order to apply the results of [14], we assume throughout that G is a symplectic
group G = Sp2N or a split special orthogonal group G = SOn. In the first case, we
write nG = 2N . In the second, we write nG = n. Thus, nG should be thought of
as the “natural matrix size” of elements of G. We will denote the Lie algebra of G
by g, and the linear dual of g by g∗.
The symbol K is reserved for a non-Archimedean, local field (with no assumption
on the characteristic)—i.e., a finite extension of Qp, or the field of Laurent series
over a finite field. We will henceforth usually drop the adjective ‘non-Archimedean’.
We will assume whenever convenient that the residual characteristic, p, ofK is larger
than some specified bound. In particular, we shall always assume that it is odd.
The ring of integers of K will always be denoted by OK, and the residue field of
K by kK. We write K
unr (respectively, Ktame) for an arbitrary unramified (respec-
tively, tame) closure of K. If E/K is an algebraic extension, then there is a unique
valuation, ordK, on E such that ordK(K) = Z. We call ordK the K-normalised
valuation (on E).
In all cases, we realize G explicitly as the group {X ∈ GLn |
tXJX = J}, where
J is the matrix satisfying
(1) Jij =
{
(−1)i, i+ j = nG + 1
0, otherwise,
in the symplectic case; and
(2) Jij =
{
1, i+ j = nG + 1
0, otherwise,
in the special orthogonal case. Note that, with this definition, G is automatically
Z-split in the even special orthogonal case.
Recall that there is associated to G (or any reductive group over K) a polysim-
plicial G(K)-set B(G,K), the building of G over K (see [7, §7.4], where I is used
instead), and, for each x ∈ B(G,K), a compact, open subgroup G(K)x of G(K),
called a parahoric subgroup (see [8, Proposition 4.6.28(i)], where P 0{x} is used in-
stead). Usually one would need to distinguish between the reduced and enlarged
buildings, but, in our situation, G is semisimple, so there is no difference.
Moy and Prasad have described, for each point x ∈ B(G,K), filtrations
• of g(K) by compact, open lattices g(K)x,r,
• of g∗(K) by compact, open subgroups g∗(K)x,r, and
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• of G(K)x by compact, open, normal subgroups G(K)x,r with G(K)x =
G(K)x,0
(see [32, §§2.6, 3.2–3.3], where Px,r is used instead of G(K)x,r, and [33, §3.2–3.3],
where Gx,r is used instead of G(K)x,r). The indexings of these filtrations depend on
the choice of normalization of valuation. The index r usually ranges over R˜ \ {∞}
(where the set R˜ is as in [7, §6.4.1]), but we will find it convenient to put g(K)x,∞ =
{0}, g∗(K)x,∞ = {0}, and G(K)x,∞ = {1} for all x ∈ B(G,K). These satisfy the
obvious G(K)-equivariance properties, such as that Int(g)G(K)x,r = G(K)g·x,r for
all g ∈ G(K), x ∈ B(G,K), and r ∈ R˜.
Remark 1.1. In our case, if we realize G as the fixed-point group of a K-involution
σ on SLn, then there is a natural involution B(σ) on B(SLn,K) = B
red(GLn,K),
the reduced building of GLn over K, such that B(G,K) may be identified (as a
metric space) with the B(σ)-fixed points in Bred(GLn,K). See [29, Theorem 6.7.3].
Further, if x ∈ B(G,K) and t ∈ R˜>0, then G(K)x,t = G(K) ∩GLn(K)x,t.
If t ∈ R˜, then we write g(K)t =
⋃
x∈B(G,K) g(K)x,t, g
∗(K)t =
⋃
x∈B(G,K) g
∗(K)x,t,
and, if t ≥ 0, G(K)t =
⋃
x∈B(G,K)G(K)x,t. If u ∈ R˜ with t ≤ u, then we
write g(K)x,t:u = g(K)x,t/g(K)x,u, g
∗(K)x,t:u = g
∗(K)x,t/g
∗(K)x,u, and, if t ≥ 0,
G(K)x,t:u = G(K)x,t/G(K)x,u.
If X ∈ g(K), g ∈ G(K), and x ∈ B(G,K), then we write
• dx(X) = t if t ∈ R satisfies X ∈ g(K)x,t \ g(K)x,t+ , and dx(X) = ∞ if
X = 0;
• d(X) = sup{dx(X) |x ∈ B(G,K)};
• dx(g) = t if t ∈ R≥0 satisfies g ∈ G(K)x,t \ G(K)x,t+ , and dx(g) = ∞ if
g = 1; and
• d(g) = sup{dx(g) |x ∈ B(G,K), g ∈ G(K)x}.
Notice that we do not define dx(g) if g 6∈ G(K)x,0, and do not define d(g) if g 6∈
G(K)0. We call d(X) (respectively, dx(X)) the depth (respectively, x-depth) of
X , and similarly for group elements.
Moy and Prasad also define analogues of these objects when the ground field
is changed from K to an algebraic extension with finite ramification degree (for
example, Kunr); we will use the obvious notation for these objects.
By definition, an element g ∈ G(K) is compact if the closed subgroup that
it generates is compact. This is equivalent to its orbits in B(G,K) being bounded
[7, (4.4.9)], hence, by [7, Proposition 3.2.4], to g possessing a fixed point in B(G,K).
Let e be the Cayley transform X 7→ (1+X)(1−X)−1, which identifies the topo-
logically nilpotent set in g(Kunr) with the topologically unipotent set in G(Kunr).
We have that
• the family of restrictions of e to the filtration lattices g(Kunr)x,0+ satisfy
[4, Property (CE1)], so that, for every x ∈ B(G,Kunr) and pair t, u ∈ R˜>0
with 2t ≥ u, we have that e induces an isomorphism ex,t:u : g(K
unr)x,t:u →
G(Kunr)x,t:u;
• the resulting isomorphisms satisfy the equivariance property
eg·x,t:u ◦Ad(g) = Int(g) ◦ ex,t:u
for all x, t, and u as above, and all g ∈ G(Kunr); and
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• if T is a maximal Kunr-torus in G, α is an absolute root of T in G, t ∈ R>0,
X ∈ t(Kunr)0+ , and ord(dα(X)) = t, then
ordK
(
dα(X)− (α(e(X))− 1)
)
> t.
With the notation of Remark 1.1, we have that e(X) ≡ 1+ 2X (mod GLn(E)x,2t)
whenever x ∈ B(G,E), t ∈ R˜>0, and X ∈ g(E)x,t. When the residual characteristic
of K is odd, the first and third facts follow from easily verified facts about the
behaviour of the map X 7→ 1 + X , since GLn(E)x,2t ∩ G(E) = G(E)x,2t. The
second fact is obvious from the definition.
We will usually be concerned only with the behaviour of these maps onK-rational
points, but the fact that we can work with them over Kunr comes in handy when
we discuss stable conjugacy.
2. Restricted representations
In this section, we define the class of representations of G(K) that we will con-
sider.
2.1. Restricted elements. We recall a notion introduced in [1, Definition 2.2.4].
Definition 2.1. If G is any connected, reductive group defined over a local field K,
and g is the Lie algebra of G, then an element X ∈ g(K) (respectively, X∗ ∈ g∗(K))
is good of depth r if
(1) there is a maximal K-torus T in G, with Lie algebra t, that splits over
Ktame;
(2) X ∈ t(K)r \ t(K)r+ (respectively, X
∗ ∈ t∗(K)r \ t
∗(K)r+); and
(3) for each (absolute) root (respectively, coroot) α of T in G, dα(X) is 0, or
has K-normalised valuation r.
Remark 2.2. Preserve the notation of Definition 2.1. By [3, Corollary 3.5.6] (or its
obvious analogue for the dual Lie algebra), Definition 2.1(2) implies that r is the
depth of X in g(K) (respectively, of X∗ in g∗(K)), thus justifying the terminology.
For the groups G that we consider, the indices in the character lattice of T of the
root lattice of T in G, and in the cocharacter lattice of T of the coroot lattice of T in
G, divide 4. Recall that p 6= 2. Thus, by the definition of the filtration on t(K) (see
[1, p. 9]), if X (respectively, X∗) satisfies Definition 2.1(3), then it automatically
lies in t(K)r (respectively, t
∗(K)r); and, in fact, it equals 0 or satisfies Definition
2.1(2).
The following notion was introduced in [14, Definition 2.4], where the term ‘slope’
was used in place of ‘depth’.
Definition 2.3. Let r be a rational number and g a classical Lie algebra defined
over K. An element X of g(K) is restricted of depth r in g(K) if it satisfies the
following conditions:
(1) it is good of depth r (in the sense of Definition 2.1);
(2) it is regular;
(3) each eigenvalue is 0, or has K-normalised valuation r; and
(4) the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 0 is at most 1.
The set of elements of g(K) that are restricted of depth r is denoted by g(r,K).
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Remark 2.4. Note that restricted elements are a fortiori regular semisimple. Pre-
serve the notation of Definition 2.3.
For g a symplectic Lie algebra, if λ is an eigenvalue of X , then 2λ is a root
value for X . Accordingly, in odd characteristic, Definition 2.3(2) implies Definition
2.3(4); and Definition 2.3(3) implies that, if X 6= 0 is good of depth r, then it is
restricted of depth r.
For g a special orthogonal Lie algebra (even or odd), if 0 is an eigenvalue of X
with multiplicity at least 2, then it is also a root value of X . Accordingly, Definition
2.3(2) implies Definition 2.3(4).
For g an odd orthogonal Lie algebra, if λ is a non-zero eigenvalue of X , then it
is also a root value of X . Accordingly, Definition 2.3(1) implies Definition 2.3(3).
That is, an element of a symplectic or odd special orthogonal Lie algebra is
restricted of depth r if and only if it is regular, and good of depth r. This implication
fails for even special orthogonal Lie algebras.
For a given classical Lie algebra g, the set of r ∈ Q for which g(r,K) is non-empty
is independent of K, for sufficiently large residual characteristic.
2.2. Thickened orbits. We recall [14, Definition 2.5], which introduces an equiv-
alence relation on the class of restricted elements of fixed depth in a Lie algebra.
If g is a symplectic or odd special orthogonal Lie algebra, then two restricted
elements X and X ′ of depth r are r-equivalent if the multi-sets of eigenvalues
{λi | 1 ≤ i ≤ nG} of X and {λ
′
i | 1 ≤ i ≤ nG} of X
′ can be indexed so that
(∗) ∀1 ≤ i ≤ nG, ordK(λ
′
i − λi) > r.
If g is an even special orthogonal Lie algebra so(2N) (so that nG = 2N , in the
notation of §1), then we say that X,X ′ ∈ g(r,K) are r-equivalent if (∗) holds,
and, in addition,
ordK(pfaff(JX)− pfaff(JX
′)) > Nr,
where J is as in (2) and, for a skew-symmetric matrix Y , pfaff(Y ) is the Pfaffian
of Y .
In all cases, when X is an element of g(r,K), the r-equivalence class of X is
denoted by [X ]r.
The above definition is somewhat ad hoc and particular to our situation. We
present below an equivalent definition that will generalize readily to other Lie al-
gebras.
Definition 2.5. Suppose X ∈ g(K) is regular semisimple and the depth of X is r.
(1) We define
Or(X) :=
⋃
Y ∈t(K)
r+
O(X + Y ),
where t(K) is the Cartan subalgebra containing X and where O(X + Y )
is the G(K)-adjoint-orbit of X + Y in g(K). We refer to Or(X) as the
thickened orbit of X .
(2) We define
Ostr (X) :=
⋃
Y ∈t(K)
r+
Ost(X + Y ),
where t(K) is the Cartan subalgebra containing X . We refer to Ostr (X) as
the stable thickened orbit of X .
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Lemma 2.6 assures us that the latter notion is the proper way to understand
r-equivalent elements in g(r,K).
Lemma 2.6 ([14, Theorem 4.6]). For each X ∈ g(r,K), Ostr (X) = [X ]r.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is contained in the proof of [14, Theorem 4.6]. We
explain this in detail in the proof of Proposition 4.6(1) below, where we actually
prove a more precise statement about thickened orbits (vs. stable thickened orbits).

2.3. Thickened orbits and orbital integrals. In [14] it is shown how to recog-
nize the stable thickened orbit Ostr (X) = [X ]r as a kK-point on a scheme Sg,r. As
we will see, one of our main tasks in this paper is to parameterize the thickened
orbits of r-restricted elements by the residue-field points of an appropriate object.
To do that, we will use the parameterization of stable thickened orbits from [14].
In the meantime, the following proposition reveals the relation between thickened
orbits of r-restricted elements and orbital integrals on Hr(g(K)) (defined below).
Definition 2.7. Put
Hr(g(K)) =
∑
x∈B(G,K)
Cc(g(K)/g(K)x,r+).
That is, Hr(g(K)) is the space of functions f ∈ C
∞
c (g(K)) for which there are
some s ≤ r and a finite set {xi | i ∈ I} ⊆ B(G,K) such that f =
∑
i∈I fi where
fi ∈ C(g(K)xi,s:r+).
Proposition 2.8. Fix r ∈ Q. Suppose X,X ′ ∈ g(r,K). Let µX : C
∞
c (g(K)) → C
(respectively, µX′ : C
∞
c (g(K)) → C) be the orbital integral distribution attached to
X (respectively, X ′). Then
Or(X) = Or(X
′) ⇐⇒ ∀f ∈ Hr(g(K)), µX(f) = µX′(f).
Proof. Suppose µX(f) = µX′(f) for all f ∈ Hr(g(K)). Let T be the centraliser of
X in G and set t = LieT . Suppose x ∈ B(G,K) lies in the image of B(T,K). (To
make sense of this one must observe that T is tamely ramified, since X ∈ g(r,K).)
Let 1X+g(K)
x,r+
be the characteristic function of X+g(K)x,r+. Then 1X+g(K)
x,r+
∈
Hr(g(K)), so
µX(1X+g(K)
x,r+
) = µX′(1X+g(K)
x,r+
).
Clearly µX(1X+g(K)
x,r+
) is non-zero. On the other hand, µX′(1X+g(K)
x,r+
) is 0
unless the G(K)-adjoint orbit of X ′ intersects X + g(K)x,r+ . By [1, Lemma 2.3.2],
this is true if and only if the G(K)-adjoint orbit of X ′ intersects X + t(K)x,r+, in
which case Or(X) = Or(X
′).
Conversely, suppose Or(X) = Or(X
′). Because orbital integrals are G(K)-
invariant, we may assume X ′ ∈ X+ t(K)r+ , where t(K) is the Cartan subalgebra of
g(K) containingX , as above. Let x be as above and observe that t(K)r+ ⊆ g(K)x,r+ .
Then the image of X under g(K)x,r → g(K)x,r:r+ coincides with the image of
X ′ under the same function. Arguing as in the proof of [14, Corollary 1.30],
it follows from [14, Theorem 1.26] and the fact that |Dg,l(X)| = |Dg,l(X ′)| for
any Levi K-subalgebra l of g containing Cg(X) = Cg(X
′) (see [14, (6.1.3)]) that
µX(f) = µX′(f) for every f ∈ Hr(g(K)). 
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2.4. r-equivalent representations. In parallel to the definition of equivalence of
elements, we have a definition of equivalence of representations.
Recall that Moy and Prasad have defined the depth of a representation π of
G(K) to be the least index r such that, for some x ∈ B(G,K), the space of G(K)x,r+ -
fixed vectors in π is non-zero (see [32, Theorem 5.2]). We write d(π), rather than
̺(π), for this depth.
In this paper, we have occasion to distinguish carefully between the distribution
character of a representation of G(K) and its “density” function on G(K)reg. If the
field K has characteristic zero, then it is known (see Harish-Chandra’s theorem [23])
that there exists a locally summable density function θpi, that is locally constant on
G(K)reg, such that
(3) Θpi(f) =
∫
G(K)
θpi(g)f(g) dg
for all test functions f ∈ C∞c (G(K)). However, for fieldsK of positive characteristic,
it is only known that a locally constant function θpi on G(K)
reg exists such that
equality (3) holds for all test functions f whose support is contained in G(K)reg,
and it is in general not known that this function θpi is locally summable on G(K).
See [5, Appendix] for a discussion of this question, and further references.
We will always denote the distribution character by Θpi, and the function by θpi.
By “Harish-Chandra character”, or just the word “character” without modification,
we will always mean the function θpi. Note, however, that for the groups we are
considering, and for the fields of positive characteristic, it is only conjectural at
this point that θpi contains as much information as the distribution character Θpi.
In particular, there is no proof at present that if two representations of a general
p-adic group have the same character function θpi, then their distribution characters
coincide.
Definition 2.9. Let π and π′ be two smooth, irreducible representations of G(K),
and assume that π has depth r. We say that π and π′ are r-equivalent if the
restrictions of their characters θpi and θpi′ to the set of regular, semisimple elements
in G(K)r coincide.
While r-equivalence in the above sense is obviously weaker than the usual equiv-
alence of representations (in the sense of the existence of an invertible intertwining
map), it still preserves some interesting information about a representation. For
example, two r-equivalent representations have the same local character expansion,
hence the same wave-front set (see [25]); in particular, both are, or both are not,
generic (see [36, The´ore`me, p. 161 and Remarque 2, pp. 162–163]), and both have
the same formal degree. Since a representation has depth r if and only if there
is some x ∈ B(G,K) such that the restriction of its character to G(K)x,r+ is not
orthogonal to 1 (for the usual scalar product of functions on a compact group),
r-equivalent representations have the same depth. There is also known to be inter-
esting arithmetic information encoded in the behaviour at depth r of the character
of a depth-r, supercuspidal representation of a general linear group; see, for exam-
ple, [13, Theorem 4.2(d)], [37, Proposition 2.9(2)], and [38, Theorem 2.5]. All this
information, too, is preserved by r-equivalence.
2.5. The Fourier transform. Let Λ be an additive character of K that is non-
trivial on OK, but trivial on its unique prime ideal. We use Λ to define a Fourier
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transform on the spaceC∞c (g(K)) of compactly supported, locally constant, complex-
valued functions on g(K) by putting
fˆ(X∗) =
∫
g(K)
f(Y )Λ(〈X∗, Y 〉)dY
for f ∈ C∞c (g(K)) and X
∗ ∈ g∗(K), where 〈·, ·〉 is the standard pairing between
g∗(K) and g(K).
Lemma 2.10 ([14, Lemma 1.8]). With the choices made above, Hr(g(K)) (see
Definition 2.7) is the space of functions f ∈ C∞c (g(K)) such that the support of fˆ
is contained in g∗(K)−r.
As mentioned in [6, §1.1], if X∗ ∈ g∗(K) is semisimple (in the appropriate sense),
then there is a distribution µˆX∗ : C
∞
c (g(K)) → C such that, for f ∈ C
∞
c (g(K)),
µˆX∗(f) is the integral of fˆ along the G(K)-orbit of X
∗ with respect to a suitable
G(K)-invariant measure. By [4, Theorem A.1.2], there exists a locally constant func-
tion F on g(K)reg such that µˆX∗(f) =
∫
g(K)
f(X)F (X)dX for all f ∈ C∞c (g(K)
reg).
We will also write µˆX∗ for the function F .
2.6. The representations we consider. Recall that J.-K. Yu’s construction of
supercuspidal representations of G(K) (see [42]) takes as parameters certain quin-
tuples Ψ = (~G, ~φ,~r, x, π−1). Namely, ~G = (G
0, . . . , Gd = G), ~φ = (φ0, . . . , φd), and
~r = (0 ≤ r0 < · · · < rd−1 ≤ rd), where, for any 0 ≤ i < d,
(1) Gi is the centraliser of a K-anisotropic, Ktame-split K-torus in G;
(2) φi is a character of G
i(K) that is Gi+1(K)-generic of depth ri, in the sense
of [42, §9];
(3) r0 > 0 or d = 0, and (if d > 0) rd−1 < rd = d(φd) or φd = 1;
(4) x is a vertex of B(G0,K); and
(5) π−1 is a depth-zero, supercuspidal representation of G
0(K) that is com-
pactly induced from a representation of the stabiliser of G(K)x.
Such a quintuple is called a cuspidal datum (or sometimes a generic datum).
The ingredients (~r, x) in the above datum are redundant (see [42, Theorem 3.1 and
Lemma 3.3]), but we find it convenient nonetheless to have them available. We
will write Gi,Ψ for Gi, φi,Ψ for φi, and similar notation for the other ingredients,
as necessary. Write πΨ for the representation constructed from Ψ in [42, §4]. Then
d(πΨ) = rd. We will also call rd the depth of the datum Ψ, and write d(Ψ) = rd.
The representations arising via Yu’s construction are now conventionally called
tame supercuspidals. By [28, Theorem 19.1], all supercuspidal representations of
G(K) are tame, as long asK has sufficiently large residual characteristic (see §3.4 loc.
cit., especially Remark 3.5 there). We will consider only those tame supercuspidals
that are not twists of depth-zero representations (i.e., for which d > 0). In this
case, the number rd is less interesting than the number rd−1, which is the smallest
depth of a twist of πΨ by a character of G(K). We call rd−1 the essential depth
of Ψ (or πΨ), and say that Ψ (or πΨ) has minimal depth r if rd−1 = rd = r.
Remark 2.11. The depth-zero analogue of our Theorem 2.21(3) was proven in [17]
by a different method.
Remark 2.12. We will usually identify gi and z(gi) with subalgebras of g, as follows.
If Si is a torus such that Gi = CG(S
i), then we regard gi as the algebra of fixed
points for the adjoint action of Si, and z(gi) as the algebra of fixed points for the
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adjoint action of Gi. We regard gi ∗ and z(gi)∗ as subgroups of g∗ in a similar
fashion.
Remark 2.13. If d = 1 and G0 is an (elliptic) torus, then π−1 is a (linear) character.
We may, and do, assume, upon replacing φ0 by π−1⊗φ0, that it is the trivial char-
acter. We will then call the pair (G0, φ0) a toral, very supercuspidal datum,
and write just π = π(G0,φ0) for the associated representation.
For 0 ≤ i < d, we can associate to the character φi of G
i(K) an element X∗i =
X∗i,Ψ ∈ g
i ∗(K)x,−ri such that
φi(ex,ri:r+i
(Y )) = Λ(〈X∗i , Y 〉)
for all Y ∈ gi(K)x,ri . The condition of genericity for φi implies that we may choose
X∗ in the Lie algebra of a Ktame-split, maximal K-torus T ⊆ Gi in such a way that
the roots of T in Gi+1 that vanish on X∗i are precisely those that appear in G
i
(see [42, §8–9]—in particular, Lemma 8.1 loc. cit.). In particular, X∗i ∈ z(g
i)∗(K).
Notice that X∗i is well determined only up to translation by z(g
i)∗(K)x,−r+
i
.
Definition 2.14. If Ψ is a cuspidal datum such that d = dΨ > 0, then we will write
X∗Ψ for
∑d−1
i=0 X
∗
i,Ψ, with the understanding that it is well defined only up to suitable
translation. We assume that the residual characteristic of K is sufficiently large,
so that there exists a “nice” identification of g(K) and g∗(K). (See [2, Proposition
4.1] for details and a precise statement.) We fix any such identification, and write
ΓΨ for the element of g(K) that corresponds to X
∗
Ψ.
The element ΓΨ in Definition 2.14 is the same one that occurs in [27, Definition
4.1.3(2)]. For convenience, we will sometimes write µˆΓΨ instead of µˆX∗Ψ .
Definition 2.15. If Ψ is a cuspidal datum of essential depth r, then we say that Ψ
is restricted if and only if the coset ΓΨ + z(g
0,Ψ)(K)xΨ,(−r)+ (see Definition 2.14)
contains a restricted element. When this is the case, we will always assume that
ΓΨ itself is restricted.
Remark 2.16. If Ψ is a restricted, cuspidal datum for G(K), then dΨ = 1 and G
0,Ψ
is an elliptic torus in G. Thus we may, and do, replace any such cuspidal datum
by its associated toral, very supercuspidal datum (see Remark 2.13), which we will
also call a restricted datum.
Suppose that Ψ and Ψ˙ are cuspidal data such that πΨ ∼= πΨ˙. By [19, Definitions
4.19(F1) and 5.2, and Theorem 6.7], we have, after replacing Ψ˙ by aG(K)-conjugate
(which does not affect whether or not it is restricted) and xΨ˙ by a translate by
an element of the (tensored-up) rational character lattice XK∗ (Z(G
0,Ψ˙)) ⊗Z R =
XK∗ (Z(G))⊗ZR (which does not affect the Moy–Prasad subgroups appearing below),
that
d := dΨ = dΨ˙,
Gi := Gi,Ψ = Gi,Ψ˙ ∀0 ≤ i < d,
~r := ~rΨ = ~rΨ˙,
x := xΨ = xΨ˙,
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and
d−1∏
i=0
φi,Ψ =
d−1∏
i=0
φi,Ψ˙ on G
0(K)x,rd−1.
This implies that ΓΨ and ΓΨ˙ are congruent modulo g
0(K)x,−r+
d−1
, hence (since both
are central) modulo z(g0)(K)x,−r+
d−1
. In particular, Ψ is restricted if and only if Ψ˙
is. Thus, the following definition makes sense.
Definition 2.17. We say that the tame, supercuspidal representation πΨ is re-
stricted if and only if Ψ is restricted.
The characters of restricted, tame, supercuspidal representations—indeed, of
all those tame, supercuspidal representations πΨ for which d = dΨ > 0 and
Gd−1,Ψ/Z(G) is K-anisotropic—were computed in [6]. If, as here, one is only inter-
ested in character values near the identity, and if the residual characteristic of K is
sufficiently large (see [27, §3.2]—in particular, Remark 3.2.1 loc. cit.), then we can
also use the results of [27], which applies to a more general class of representations
than the ones that we consider.
Theorem 2.18 ([27, Theorem 4.4.1] and [6, Corollary 6.7]). Let Ψ be a restricted,
depth-r, cuspidal datum for G(K), and put π = πΨ and Γ = ΓΨ (in the notation of
Definition 2.14). Then
θpi(e(Y )) = deg(π)µˆΓ(Y )
for all regular, semisimple elements Y of g(K)r, where deg(π) is the formal degree
of π.
2.7. Constructible motivic, and constructible exponential, functions. Here
we will use the theory of motivic integration and Fourier transform as developed in
[10, 11] (see [9, 18] for exposition). In particular, we use the following notation and
terminology introduced in [10, 11].
• The notation h[m,n, r] stands for the functor from the category of fields
containing Q to the category of sets that assigns to each field L the set
L((t))m × Ln × Zr.
• All the logical formulas we consider are formulas in the language LZ (see
[9, §6.7] or [18, §5]). This is the Denef–Pas language with coefficients in
ZJtK in the valued field sort, combined with Presburger language for Z. Any
non-Archimedean local field K with a choice of a uniformizer is a structure
for the language LZ.
• The category DefQ is the category of definable subassignments of h[m,n, r]
for some nonnegative integers m,n, r.
• For a definable subassignment S ∈ DefQ, we sometimes consider the cate-
gory DefS of definable subassignments over S.
• For a positive integer M , let AZ,M stand for the collection of all finite
extensions of Qp with p > M , and let BZ,M stand for the collection of all
fields Fq((t)) with q = p
r for some positive integer r and p > M . We let
FZ,M = AZ,M ∪ BZ,M . Define FZ = ∪M>0FZ,M , and define AZ and BZ
similarly.
• We will use the category RDefQ—this is the category of definable sub-
assignments of h[0, n, 0] (that is, only residue-field variables are allowed in
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the formulas, i.e., the elements of this category are definable in the language
of rings). For a subassignment U ∈ RDefQ, given a non-Archimedean local
field K with residue field kK, we will denote the specialization of U to K by
U(kK), to emphasize that it is the set of residue-field points.
We remind the reader that a formula ϕ in LZ with m free variables of the valued-
field sort, n free variables of the residue-field sort, and r free variables of Z-sort,
and no other free variables, defines a subassignment of the functor h[m,n, r]; on
the other hand, there exists M > 0 (that depends on ϕ) such that given a field
K ∈ FZ,M with a choice of a uniformizer, ϕ can be interpreted to give a subset of
Km × knK × Z
r, where kK is the residue field of K. For details on the specialization
of formulas and subassignments, see [9, §6.7]. For a definable subassignment S
of h[m,n, r], we denote by SK its specialization to K (so that SK is a subset of
Km × knK × Z
r).
We will often call a set definable if it is obtained from a definable subassignment
by specialization. We call a function definable if its graph is a definable set.
Following [11, Section 2.6], we define a point of a definable subassignment S to
be a pair y = (y0, k(y0)), where k(y0) is a field containing Q, and y0 ∈ S(k(y0)).
If f : Z → S is a morphism (i.e., Z is an object of DefS), one can talk about the
fibre Zy of Z at y, which is a subassignment of Z defined using the graph of f
(see [11, §2.6]). Further, by considering the graph again, one can show that there
exists Mf > 0 such that the specialization of fibres is well defined for K ∈ FZ,Mf .
A morphism of definable subassignments f : Z → S as above induces the map of
specializations fK : ZK → SK, and the fibres of this map are the specializations of
the subassignments Zy. We will abbreviate the notation, and denote by Zy,K the
fibre of fK at y ∈ SK.
Let S ∈ DefQ be a definable subassignment. In [11], R. Cluckers and F. Loeser
defined the ring C(S) of constructible motivic functions on S, which can be made
into a Q-algebra by tensoring with Q over Z. Given a non-Archimedean local field
K with a choice of uniformizer, we obtain, after applying specialization, the Q-
algebra of constructible p-adic functions CK on SK (see [9, §6.7]). By construction,
these functions are Q-valued. For a constructible motivic function F ∈ C(S), we
denote by FK its specialization to SK. This function is well defined for fields K of
sufficiently large residue characteristic.
Even though we cannot discuss the ring of constructible motivic functions on a
subassignment S in detail here, we point out that it is made up of two parts. One
part is the ring of so called Presburger functions with values in the ring
A = Z
[
L,L−1,
(
(1 − L−i)−1
)
i∈N
]
.
Here L is a formal symbol. When we pass to the specialization of such a function f
to a field K ∈ FZ,M , the symbol L specializes to the cardinality q of the residue field
kK. Thus, fK is a function on SK with values in the ring Z
[
1/q,
(
(1− q−i)−1
)
i∈N
]
.
The other part is the Grothendieck ring of the category RDefS . When we specialize
to a local field K, an element Z of RDefS specializes to an integer-valued function
that counts the numbers of kK-points on fibres Zs,K. We refer to [9, Section 3.2]
for details. There is also a notion of positivity for constrcutible motivic functions.
The positive constructible motivic functions always specialize to positive-valued
functions.
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Remark 2.19. Note that to apply motivic integration, one has to pass to Functions
(introduced in [11]), which are equivalence classes of functions “modulo support of
smaller dimension”. We will, however, deal with individual functions, thinking of
them as representatives of the corresponding Functions. In our case this should not
cause any confusion, since all the test functions we deal with are constant on p-adic
balls of the same dimension as the ambient space.
Further, for a subassignment S as above, the ring of motivic constructible expo-
nential functions Cexp(S) is defined in [10]. Given a local field K of sufficiently large
residue characteristic, with uniformizer ̟, and an additive character Λ satisfying
the condition
(4) Λ(x) = exp
(
2πi
p
TrkK(x¯)
)
for x ∈ OK, the elements of this ring specialize to what we will call (p-adic) con-
structible exponential functions. Here, p is the characteristic of kK, x¯ ∈ kK is the
reduction of x modulo ̟, and TrkK is the trace of kK over its prime subfield (see
[12, §10.2] or [18, §6.3] for an exposition). Note that here we make a choice of a
square root i of −1 in C. We observe that this assumption on the character Λ is a
special case of the assumption we made in Section 2.5.
Given a field K as above, with uniformizer ̟ and an additive character Λ as in
(4), we will consider the Q-algebra of functions on SK generated by the specializa-
tions of motivic constructible exponential functions. Let us denote this algebra by
CexpK,Λ(SK). By definition, it contains CK(SK). Note that the elements of this algebra
no longer have to be Q-valued.
We will often need to talk about constructible (respectively, constructible ex-
ponential) functions on the set of K-points of an algebraic group H or its Lie
algebra h. We observe that any affine algebraic variety X (for example, X = H
or X = h) naturally gives a definable subassignment of h[m, 0, 0] for some m, and
that XK = X(K) (where the symbol X on the left stands for the corresponding
subassignment, and the one on the right for the variety), for all non-Archimedean
local fields K of sufficiently large residue characteristic. It is in this sense that we
speak below of constructible functions on H(K) or h(K).
Given a field K (with a uniformizer ̟, and an additive character Λ), we will use
the term “constructible function” (respectively, “constructible exponential func-
tion”) on SK for the elements of CK(SK) (respectively, of C
exp
K,Λ(SK)).
2.7.1. Some definable sets. To prepare the ground for our main results, we observe
that some of the maps and sets we are using are definable.
First, both our substitute exponential map e and its inverse are rational func-
tions in the matrix entries of their arguments. Therefore, they both take definable
sets to definable sets, and composition with either takes constructible functions to
constructible functions. We will rely on this fact everywhere in this paper, without
further mention.
Next, we would like to show that the sets G(K)reg0+ and g
reg
0+ are definable. Since
e(g(K)reg0+ ) = G(K)
reg
0+ , it suffices to show that g(K)
reg
0+ is definable. First, we observe
that there is a (field-independent) finite set {(gz, gz, ρz) | z ∈ I} consisting of triples
of:
• a definable subassignment gz of g,
• a definable subassignment gz of some h[0, n, 0], and
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• a morphism ρz : gz → gz
such that, for each local, non-Archimedean field K and maximal parahoric sub-
group K of G(K), there exist z ∈ I and a G(K)-conjugate K ′ of K such that the
Lie algebra of K ′ is the specialization of gz , the Lie algebra of the corresponding
reductive quotient is the specialization of gz, and the specialization of ρz is the
reduction map. (Here, the indexing set should be thought of essentially as the set
of vertices of some fixed chamber in B(G,K).) For each z ∈ I, an element X of the
specialization gz,K lies in g(K)0+ if and only if ρz(X)
n = 0 for some integer n that
is independent of K. Finally, since the G(K)-orbit of any definable set is definable,
we conclude that g(K)0+ , and therefore also G(K)0+ , is definable. Since regularity
is also definable (see [16, Definition 14]), we have the desired result.
From now on, we will denote by Greg0+ (respectively, by g
reg
0+ ) the definable sub-
assignment ofG (respectively, of g) that specializes toG(K)reg0+ (respectively, g(K)
reg
0+ ).
Note that now we can talk about constructible motivic, or constructible motivic
exponential, functions on Greg0+ and g
reg
0+ .
2.8. Characters near the identity: the statements. Recall that G is a sym-
plectic or split special orthogonal group.
We need a way to handle distributions (in particular, the distribution characters)
in the motivic context. The idea is to define a constructible family of constructible
motivic test functions, such that their specializations form a dense subset of the
space of all test functions. This is done in Section 3. Knowing the values of the
distribution evaluated at the test functions from this family is equivalent to knowing
the distribution itself.
We temporarily have the need to define a notion of “equivalence of represen-
tations”, that, a priori, is even less refined than r-equivalence. We will prove in
Lemma 3.4, that this is in fact the same notion as our notion of r-equivalence.
Definition 2.20. Let K ∈ FZ. We call two representations π and π
′ of G(K)
definably r-equivalent (or say that they are in the same definable r-equivalence
class) if there exists a constructible family of constructible motivic functions fa,
indexed by a parameter a from some definable subassignment S, such that the
following conditions are satisfied:
(1) The support of the specialization fa,K of fa to K is contained in G(K)
reg
r ,
for every a ∈ SK.
(2) There exists a family of definable subassignments Kn, such that:
• ∪n>0Kn = G
reg
0+ , and
• For every n > 0, the C-span of the functions from the family fa,K with
supports contained in Kn,K is dense in C
∞
c (G(K)
reg
r ∩ Kn,K) (with
respect to the sup-norm).
(3) The distribution characters of π and π′ coincide on the functions fa,K, i.e.,
we have
Θpi(fa,K) = Θpi′(fa,K)
for all a ∈ SK.
Theorem 2.21. There exists an integer M > 0 such that the following three state-
ments hold for every non-Archimedean local field K ∈ FZ,M and r > 0.
(1) There exists a definable, in the language of rings, subassignment Bg,−r ∈
RDefQ that parameterizes the definable r-equivalence classes of restricted
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representations of G(K) of minimal depth r, in the sense that there is a
one-to-one (well defined) map from the set of definable r-equivalence classes
of such representations onto Bg,−r(kK).
(2) There exists a positive constructible motivic function Qg,−r on Bg,−r, and
for every constructible motivic test function f such that the support of its
specialization fK is contained in G(K)
reg
r , there exists a constructible mo-
tivic exponential function Hf on the definable subassignment Bg,−r, and a
positive integer Mf (which might depend on f), such that for every field K
with residue characteristic bigger than M +Mf we have
1
deg(π)
Θpi(fK) =
HfK(x)
Qg,−r,K(x)
,
for every restricted, supercuspidal, minimal-depth-r representation π with
corresponding point x ∈ Bg,−r(kK).
(3) Let {fa}a∈S be a family of constructible motivic functions on G(K) satisfy-
ing Definition 2.20 (1). Then Θpi(fa,K) is a specialization of a constructible
motivic exponential function of a.
Remark 2.22. Note that we consider only representations of minimal depth above.
Since every representation has a twist by a linear character of G(K) that is of
minimal depth, this is not a serious restriction. Since the necessary twist is trivial
on a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the identity, we could remove the restriction
by considering germs of characters (rather than their restrictions to a specified
neighbourhood of the identity). Another approach would be to incorporate the
character of G into the language, so that we could use it directly in our description
of character values. We believe that our present approach is the simplest.
Let G be a symplectic or special orthogonal group, as above. According to the
above theorem, there exists M > 0 such that for every K ∈ FZ,M , the definable
r-equivalence classes (in the sense of Definition 2.20) of restricted, depth-r, su-
percuspidal representations of G(K) may be identified with points x ∈ Bg,−r(kK).
Hence, if π is a restricted, supercuspidal representation of G(K) of minimal depth r
whose image in Bg,−r(kK) is x, then, as we will prove later in Lemma 3.4, we may
write unambiguously Θx for the restriction to G(K)
reg
r of the distribution character
of π. We also denote the restriction of θpi to G(K)
reg
r by θx. Finally, we observe
that the germ of the character determines the formal degree of the representation;
hence, all representations of G(K) that lie in the same definable equivalence class
corresponding to a point x ∈ Bg,−r(kK) have the same formal degree, which we will
denote by deg(x).
Theorem 2.23. Let G and r > 0 be as above. Let M be the constant from The-
orem 2.21, and let Qg,−r be the constructible motivic function on Bg,−r from the
same theorem. Then there exists a constructible motivic exponential function F on
Bg,−r ×G
reg
0+ such that, for every local field K ∈ FZ,M and every x ∈ Bg,−r(kK),
1
deg(x)
θx(g) =
FK(x, g)
Qg,−r,K(x)
for all g ∈ G(K)regr (where FK is the specialization of F ). In particular, each
function θx on G(K)
reg
r coincides with the restriction to G(K)
reg
r of a specialization
of a constructible motivic exponential function.
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Remark 2.24. Note that both the formal degree of a representation, and the Fourier
transform of an elliptic orbital integral (here we mean not the distribution, but the
function that represents it), depend on the choice of Haar measure on G(K) (really,
on G(K)/Z(G)(K) and G(K)/T (K), for T an elliptic K-torus, respectively; but
remember that we are in the semisimple case). On the other hand, the product of
the two is well defined (i.e., independent of Haar measure), so that the equality
asserted in Theorem 2.18 makes sense. (The Fourier transform also depends on a
choice of Haar measure on g(K), but there is a natural choice in this setting, namely,
the one for which, with the obvious notation,
ˆˆ
f(X) = f(−X) for all X ∈ g(K) and
f ∈ C∞c (g(K)).) Therefore, we may, and do, fix the Haar measure that is compatible
with motivic integration, that is, the measure that coincides with Serre-Oesterle´
measure on G(OK).
Theorem 2.23 shows that, for each x, the function θx is a specialization of a
constructible motivic exponential function; but the dependence on the formal degree
at present prevents us from showing that the function θx depends definably on x
(though we believe that this is the case). Here, we only show that 1deg(x)θx depends
definably on x.
These theorems will be proved in Sections 4.3 and 4.4–4.5, respectively.
2.9. Interpretation in terms of L-packets. The first statement in Theorem 2.21
gives a parameterization of restricted, depth-r representations up to r-equivalence,
in the sense of Definition 2.9. The strategy for proving it is to express the restriction
of the character of such a representation as a Fourier transform of an orbital integral
(see Theorem 2.18), and then to construct the parameter space Bg,−r for the orbital
integrals that arise using the ideas from [14].
Let Ψ be the cuspidal datum that gives rise to π, and ΓΨ the element defined in
Definition 2.14. Then
Θpi(f) = deg(π)µˆΓΨ(f ◦ e
−1) = deg(π)µΓΨ(f̂ ◦ e
−1),
for all f ∈ C∞c (G(K)
reg). As we will see from the construction of the subassignment
Bg,−r in Section 4.2, the elements ΓΨ are grouped according to stable conjugacy
at first, before being grouped according to conjugacy. Therefore, it is natural to
ask whether one can detect stable conjugacy of the elements ΓΨ in terms of the
cuspidal data that gave rise to them. This question is addressed in this section.
In [35], Reeder constructs some candidates for L-packets of positive-depth, su-
percuspidal representations on G(K) in case G is unramified. By §§3 and 6.9 loc.
cit., such a packet consists of the representations π(T ′,φ′), where (T
′, φ′) ranges over
the equivalence class of a toral, very supercuspidal datum (T, φ) (see Remark 2.13)
with T a maximal elliptic K-torus in G that splits over Kunr. Following [15, §9.4],
we introduce the notion of stable conjugacy in order to describe the packet. The
following definition would not change if we allowed g to range over the Ksep-points
of G, for a fixed separable closure Ksep/K, but it is more convenient for us to phrase
it as we have done.
Definition 2.25. We say that two toral, very supercuspidal data (T, φ) and (T˙ , φ˙)
for G(K) (respectively, two regular, semisimple elements X,X ′ ∈ g(K)) are sta-
bly conjugate if and only if there exists some element g ∈ G(Kunr) such that
Int(g)T (K) = T˙ (K) and φ˙ ◦ Int(g) = φ (respectively, Ad(g)X = X ′).
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Remark 2.26. Note that, if g ∈ G(Kunr) is as in Definition 2.25 and r ∈ R˜≥0, then
Int(g)
(
T (K)r
)
⊆ Int(g)
(
T (Kunr)r
)
∩ T˙ (K) = T˙ (Kunr)r ∩ T (K) = T˙ (K)r
(by the definition of the filtrations). The same argument, with the roˆles of T and
T˙ reversed, shows that we have equality; i.e., that Int(g)
(
T (K)r
)
= T˙ (K)r. In
particular, the depths of φ and φ˙ are the same.
It is reasonable to believe that a similar parameterization to Reeder’s will pro-
duce L-packets for toral, very supercuspidal representations even if the relevant tori
do not split over an unramified extension (even, given a suitable definition of stable
conjugacy, if the cuspidal datum is not toral!).
Proposition 2.27. Suppose that Ψ = (T, φ) and Ψ˙ = (T˙ , φ˙) are stably conjugate
(see Definition 2.25), restricted (hence toral, very supercuspidal) data of essential
depth r. Then, in the notation of Definition 2.14, Ost−r(ΓΨ) = O
st
−r(ΓΨ˙).
Proof. Suppose that the conjugacy of Ψ and Ψ˙ is afforded by the element g ∈
G(Kunr). It suffices to show that, in the notation of Definition 2.14, Ad∗(g)X∗Ψ ≡
X∗
Ψ˙
(mod t˙∗(K)(−r)+).
Put X˙∗Ψ = Ad
∗(g)X∗Ψ. The images in B(G,K) of B(T,K) and B(T˙ ,K) are
singletons. Write x and x˙, respectively, for their elements. Since X∗Ψ ∈ t
∗(K), we
have that X˙∗Ψ ∈ t˙
∗(K). Fix Y˙ ∈ t˙(K)r. Reasoning as in Remark 2.26 shows that
Y := Ad(g)−1Y˙ lies in t(K)r. Since ex˙,r:r+(Y˙ ) = Int(g)ex,r:r+(Y ) by our choice of
e (which, remember, admits an equivariance property with respect to conjugation,
not just by G(K), but also by G(Kunr); see page 5), we have by the definition of
the elements X∗Ψ and X˙
∗
Ψ that
Λ(〈X∗
Ψ˙
, Y˙ 〉) = φ˙(ex˙,r:r+(Y˙ )) = φ˙(Int(g)ex,r:r+(Y ))
= φ(ex,r:r+(Y )) = Λ(〈X
∗
Ψ, Y 〉) = Λ(〈X˙
∗
Ψ, Y˙ 〉).
Since Y˙ ∈ t˙(K)r was arbitrary, we obtain the desired congruence. 
3. Distributions and bad primes
We would like to consider distributions in the context of motivic integration. In
this paper, we express the value of the distribution character Θpi at a test function
f ∈ C∞c (G(K)) as a motivic integral, when the support of f is contained in a
sufficiently small neighbourhood of the identity element. Typically, as we perform
motivic integration, we need to discard a finite number of primes. Therefore, there
arises the problem that if for different test functions we need to discard different
primes, then we might not be able to make any conclusion about the distribution
on the whole for any fields. In this section we show that this is in fact not the case.
Note that Theorem 2.23, concerning Harish-Chandra characters, reduces the
need to discuss distribution characters. We include this section nonetheless, partly
because it allows us to establish Theorem 2.21(1), but also because we hope that
the simple observations explored here will be helpful for many similar situations in
other contexts.
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3.1. A dense family of definable functions. Let Sd be the definable subassign-
ment of h[d, 0, 0] defined by K 7→ KJtKd. Here, as everywhere in this paper, we use
the language with coefficients in ZJtK in the valued-field sort.
Let us consider the C-algebra generated by the specializations of constructible
functions, that is,
CK,C(A
d(K)) := CK(A
d(K))⊗Q C.
Similarly, for any definable subassignment S, we can consider
CK,C(SK) := CK(SK)⊗Q C.
(see [12, §2.9] for a discussion of why tensoring with C is compatible with motivic
integration and the definition of the class of integrable functions).
The proposition below holds for a general base field, but we state it for k = Q
for simplicity, since this is all we need.
Proposition 3.1. Fix a positive integer d. Let ηa ∈ C(Sd) ⊗ C be the family of
constructible motivic functions , where a = (a1, . . . ad, r1 . . . , rd) is an element of
QJtKd × Zd, defined by
ηa(x1, . . . , xd) =
{
1, ord(xi − ai) ≥ ri for i = 1, . . . , d
0, otherwise.
Suppose {fα}α∈A is a definable family of definable functions on Sd, parameterized
by some definable subassignment A. Then there exists M > 0 such that for all fields
K ∈ FZ,M there is a well-defined specialization ηa,K that is a function on O
d
K, and
the motivic integral
∫
Sd
fαηa specializes to
∫
Sd,K
fαηa,K.
Proof. This proposition follows directly from the specialization theorems (with pa-
rameters) [9, Theorems 6.9 and 7.3], since we can simply consider the ai and ri as
extra variables of the functions ηa. 
Corollary 3.2. Let S be a definable subassignment of h[d, 0, 0] for some d > 0.
Assume that S is contained in the subassignment defined by ord(xi) ≥ N , i =
1, . . . , d, for some N ∈ Z. Then exists M , such that for any K ∈ FZ,M the algebra
CK,C(SK) is dense in the algebra of complex-valued continuous functions on SK (with
sup-norm). In particular, if two distributions defined on SK and continuous with
respect to the sup-norm, coincide on CK,C(SK), then they are identical.
Proof. By multiplying xi by t
−N in the case N < 0, one can make a definable
embedding φ : S → Sd, where Sd is the definable subassignment K 7→ KJtK
d
as above. Then it follows directly from the proposition that the family {ξa =
φ∗(ηa)} separates points in SK. The statement now follows from Stone–Weierstrass
theorem. 
Though we do not currently have a general framework for “constructible motivic
distributions”, Corollary 3.2 allows us to handle many distributions in the context
of motivic integration.
Remark 3.3. The theory of motivic integration recently developed by E. Hrushovski
and D. Kazhdan [24, 40, 41] includes distributions; however, it is not yet known if
this theory specializes to p-adic integration in the same way as the theory we are
presently using. If this specialization were shown, it might yield an alternative
approach to the prior discussion.
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3.2. Distribution characters. Now we are ready to prove that definable r-equivalence
of representations (see Definition 2.20) coincides with r-equivalence (see Definition
2.9).
Lemma 3.4. Let K ∈ FZ be a field. Then two r-restricted supercuspidal rep-
resentations π and π′ of G(K) are r-equivalent if and only if they are definably
r-equivalent.
Proof. Obviously, r-equivalence implies definable r-equivalence. Let us prove the
converse. Let π and π′ be definably r-equivalent representations. We need to show
that the restrictions of the functions θpi and θpi′ coincide on G(K)
reg
r . Suppose this
is not so, so that there exists x0 ∈ G(K)
reg
r such that θpi(x0) 6= θpi′(x0). Since both
θpi, and θpi′ are locally constant on G(K)
reg
r , there exists a neighbourhood U of x0
such that these functions are constant on U with different values. Let 1U be the
characteristic function of U .
By the definition of definable equivalence, there exists a definable compact set
Kn,K that contains U , and such that the span of the set of functions from the family
fa,K of Definition 2.20 with supports contained in Kn,K is dense in C
∞
c (G(K)
reg
r ∩
Kn,K). Thus, on the one hand, for every ε, there exists a function fε in the span of
this family, with supp(fε) ⊂ Kn,K, such that Θpi(fε) = Θpi′(fε), and such that
sup
Kn,K
|fε − 1U | < ε.
On the other hand, as ε gets small, Θpi(fε) has to get arbitrarily close to θpi(x0) vol(U),
whereas Θpi′(fε) has to get close to θpi′(x0) vol(U), leading to a contradiction. 
3.2.1. A definable family of test functions. Finally, in order to talk about character
distributions in the motivic context, we construct a definable family of definable
functions, essentially, made from the family of functions {ηa}a∈QJtKd×Zd of Propo-
sition 3.1, to test the distributions for definable equivalence. Here we have to be
somewhat careful about the number of restrictions we impose on the residue char-
acteristic. As shown in Section 2.7.1, there is a definable subassignment Greg0+ of G
such that Greg0+,K = G(K)
reg
0+ for all K ∈ FZ,M , with some M > 0 that depends only
on G. There are finitely many (independent of K) conjugacy classes of maximal
compact subgroups in G(K), and one can choose a definable compact subgroup in
each conjugacy class (given G, it is possible to write down explicit conditions on
the matrix entries defining these compact subgroups). Let Ω be a definable sub-
assignment of G such that ΩK is a union of definable compact subgroups, and every
compact element in G(K) is conjugate to an element of ΩK. Let Ωn be the sub-
assignment of Ω defined by ord
(
Dg(e−1(g)
)
≤ n, where Dg is Weyl discriminant.
Then {Ωn} is a definable family of definable compact subsets of Ω ∩G
reg. Finally,
let {ξa,n} be the definable family of definable functions from Corollary 3.2 for the
subassignment Ωn. Let Mξ be a constant such that for all n > 0, for all K ∈ FZ,Mξ ,
the family {ξa,n} specializes to a dense family of functions with supports contained
in Ωn,K.
We will use the family {ξa,n} in Section 4.3 in order to establish definable equiv-
alence of characters. We will also need
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Lemma 3.5. Suppose {fα}α∈A is a constructible family of constructible motivic
functions. Then there exists M ≥Mξ (that depends on the family {fα}), such that∫
G
fαξa,n specializes to
∫
G(K)
fα,Kξa,n,K for all K ∈ FZ,M .
Proof. This follows from the specialization theorems [9, Theorems 6.9 and 7.3]. 
4. The parameterization of restricted orbital integrals
4.1. Waldspurger’s parameterization of semi-simple orbits, and r-reductions.
We only sketch this parameterization, referring to [39, §I.7] for details. We will use
the language of stable conjugacy and stable orbits throughout; see Definition 2.25.
The orbits of regular semisimple elements in g(K) are parameterized using quadru-
ples (I, (Fi/F
#
i ), (ai), (ci)), with:
• A finite set I.
• For each i ∈ I, a finite extension F#i of K, and a degree-2 commutative
algebra Fi over F
#
i . In all cases, Fi is either a quadratic extension of F
#
i
or is isomorphic to a direct sum of two copies of F#i . The set of indices
i such that Fi is a field is denoted by I
∗. This set is crucial for indexing
orbits inside a stable orbit.
• For each i ∈ I, an element ai ∈ F
×
i satisfying the condition τi(ai) = −ai,
where τi is the non-trivial involution on Fi over F
#
i , and such that ai
generates Fi over K.
• For each i ∈ I, an element ci ∈ F
×
i such that τi(ci) = −ci.
There are further conditions each datum must satisfy (see [39, §I.7, (2), (4)]).
Loosely speaking, the extensions Fi and the elements ai determine the stable con-
jugacy class of X , and the elements ci are responsible for individual K-orbits inside
a stable orbit.
To emphasize the roˆle of the algebras Fi and the set I
∗, we change the notation
slightly, and label the data by (I, I∗, (Fi/F
#
i ), (ai), (ci)). Following [39], we assume
that ci is only given for i ∈ I
∗.
We recall some of the details of the correspondence (see the proof of [14, Theorem
4.6]). Since we will use these facts in the proof of Proposition 4.6(3) below in an
essential way, we single them out as a proposition.
Proposition 4.1 ([14, Theorem 4.6, Corollary 4.5]). Let g be a symplectic or split
special orthogonal group and let K be a fixed local field. Suppose that X,X ′ ∈
g(r,K), and let
(I, I∗, Fi, (ai), (ci)) and (I
′, I ′
∗
, F ′i , (a
′
i), (c
′
i))
be the corresponding data. Then
(1) The element X ′ is stably conjugate to some element Y that lies in the
centralizer of an element X, if and only if there exists a bijection ψ : I → I ′
such that Fi is isomorphic to F
′
ψ(i), and the isomorphism intertwines τi and
τ ′ψ(i), for all i ∈ I.
(2) If [X ]r = [X
′]r, then the centralizers of X and X
′ are stably conjugate;
there exists a bijection ψ : I → I ′ such that Fi ∼= F
′
ψ(i) as above, and, if we
identify F ′ψ(i) with Fi, then the elements ai, and a
′
i have the same valuation
and angular component for all i ∈ I.
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(3) If X and X ′ are stably conjugate, then, for all i ∈ I, the isomorphism
Fi → F
′
ψ(i) above may be chosen to carry ai to a
′
i.
4.2. The parameterizing subassignment for orbits of restricted elements.
Our construction relies heavily on the results of [14]. In particular, we use the
following theorem.
Theorem 4.2 ([14, Theorem 2.6]). There exists M > 0 and a variety Sg,r over
Z[1/M ] such that for all K ∈ FZ,M , there is a natural bijection between the r-
equivalence classes in g(r,K), and the points of Sg,r(kK).
In the language used in this paper, we will think of Sg,r as a subassignment that
is definable in the language of rings, and thus is an element of RDefQ.
Proposition 4.1 implies that if X ∈ g(r,K), the cardinality of the set I∗(X)
depends only on the image of X in Sg,r(kK). Therefore, for x ∈ Sg,r(kK), we can
talk about the cardinality |I∗(x)|.
Lemma 4.3. Let k be a positive integer. The set of points x of Sg,r such that
|I∗(x)| = k is definable. We denote the corresponding definable subassignment by
Ak,g,r.
Proof. Note that the cardinality of I∗(X) equals the number of irreducible factors
in the characteristic polynomial of X that are even polynomials (cf. [14, §3.3] and
[16, §3.2]). It is easy to see that there is a (rather cumbersome) formula in the
language of rings defining the set of elements X such that exactly k irreducible
factors of the characteristic polynomial of X are even.
We can use the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of X as free variables
in this formula (since they are expressions in the matrix entries of X). Let PX be
the characteristic polynomial of X . In the spirit of [16], we think of PX as a
collection of terms that are expressions in the entries of X . Then our condition is
given by the disjunction of formulas ϕl, as l ranges from 0 to nG:
ϕl(PX) = ‘∃f1, . . . , fk, g1, . . . , gl : PX = f1 . . . fkg1 . . . gl
∧ (f1, . . . , fk are even and nonconstant)
∧ (g1, . . . , gl are not even)’, for l > 0;
ϕ0(PX) = ‘∃f1, . . . , fk : PX = f1 . . . fk ∧ (f1, . . . , fk are even and nonconstant)’
Clearly, the condition that a polynomial is even can be expressed by a ring
formula in its coefficients. Note that within the language of rings, one handles
degree-m polynomials as (m+ 1)-tuples of coefficients, and therefore each formula
quantified over polynomials f , in fact should be interpreted as a disjunction of
formulas, one for each possible degree of f (up to degree nG, in the notation of §1),
each with the corresponding number of variables. 
Now we are ready to construct the subassignment that will parameterize the
thickened orbits of restricted, depth-r elements.
Definition 4.4. For each positive integer k, let Tk be the subassignment of h[0, 0, 1]
defined by the formula φ(l) = ‘1 ≤ l ≤ k’ (so that any specialization of Tk is just a
set of k elements), and let Dk be the set of all functions from Tk to the set of two
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elements {±1}. Let Bg,r be the subassignment
(5) Bg,r :=
n/2⊔
k=1
Ak,g,r ×Dk,
where Ak,g,r is as in Lemma 4.3 and n = nG, in the notation of §1. Note that some
terms in the disjoint union in (5) may be empty, and that Bg,r is equipped with a
natural projection πr to Sg,r.
Remark 4.5. Alternatively, one can make the space parameterizing the orbital in-
tegrals from the spaces Sg,h,r constructed in [14], where h ranges over endoscopic
Lie algebras for g.
Proposition 4.6. There exists a morphism of definable subassignments νr : g(r)→
Bg,r, and exists M > 0 such that for every field K ∈ FZ,M , νr specializes to a
surjective map νr,K : g(r,K)→ Bg,r(kK) such that:
(1) If [X ]r = [X
′]r, then πr ◦ νr,K(X) = πr ◦ νr,K(X
′). In fact, νr,K(X) =
νr,K(X
′) if and only if X ′ ∈ Or(X). That is, for every y ∈ Bg,r(kK), the
set ν−1r,K(y) is a thickened orbit (see Definition 2.5).
(2) There exists a definable subassignment Or in the category DefBg,r that for
all fields K ∈ FZ,M and all y ∈ Bg,r(kK) specializes to the thickened orbits,
in the sense that
Ory,K = ν
−1
r,K(y) = Or(Xy)
whenever Xy ∈ g(r,K) satisfies νr,K(Xy) = y.
(3) The restriction to Hr(g(K)) of the orbital integral of X ∈ g(r,K) is com-
pletely determined by νr,K(X). That is,
νr,K(X) = νr,K(X
′) ⇐⇒ ∀f ∈ Hr(g(K)), µX(f) = µX′(f).
We denote the corresponding (restricted) orbital integral by µy, where y =
νr,K(X) (so this notation is well defined only for fields K of sufficiently
large residue characteristic).
(4) There exists a positive constructible motivic function Qg,r(y) on Bg,r, and
for every constructible motivic test function f such that the Fourier trans-
form of fK is supported by g(K)−r, there exists a constructible motivic
function Φf on the definable subassignment Bg,r, such that for every field
K ∈ FM+Mf (where Mf might depend on f) we have
µy(fK) =
ΦfK(y)
Qg,r,K(y)
,
for every y ∈ Bg,r(kK), where µy(fK) stands for the value of the orbital
integral of fK along the orbit of Xy for any Xy such that νr,K(Xy) = y.
Proof. Let K be a local field, and let us take an element X ∈ g(r,K). Let
(I, I∗, (ai), (ci)) be the datum attached to X . Recall that [X ]r = O
st
r (X) (see
Lemma 2.6) is a union of stable orbits. Let x ∈ Sg,r(kK) be the point that corre-
sponds to the class [X ]r, according to [14, Theorem 4.4].
We need to choose a Kostant section (a map from the set of stable adjoint orbits
in greg(K) to the set of (rational) adjoint orbits in greg(K)). This map is associated
with a choice of a nilpotent element N ∈ g(K) and constructed by means of sl2-
triples. We need an explicit construction in Denef–Pas language, so we write N˜n
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for the n×n matrix with 1’s on the superdiagonal and 0’s elsewhere, and then put
N = N˜2m (if g = sp2m), N =
[
N˜m
0
−N˜m
]
(if g = so2m+1), or N =
[
N˜m
−N˜m
]
(if g = so2m). Note that, since we just need some constructible normalization in
what follows, we do not need to deal with the question of whether our construction
depends on the choice of N : as long as we always make the same choice of N ,
we will get the same bijection between the points of Bg,r(kK) and the equivalence
classes of elements. As explained in [31, Section 2.4], the value of the Kostant
section map at X is obtained by intersecting the stable orbit of X with a certain
subvariety of g. We will refer to this subvariety as the Kostant section, as well.
Let X0 be the element of the intersection of our Kostant section with the sta-
ble orbit that corresponds to the point x (i.e., the stable orbit of X), and let
(I˜ , I˜∗, (a˜i), (c˜i)) be the Waldspurger’s datum attached to X0. Note that I˜ = I and
I˜∗ = I∗—that is, that the I and I∗ pieces of the data for X and X0 are the same—
since X and X0 are stably conjugate. We also may, and hence do, identify, for a
fixed i ∈ I, the fields F#i corresponding to X and X0, and the algebras Fi corre-
sponding toX andX0, see Proposition 4.1(2). For i ∈ I
∗, let ǫi := sgnFi/F#i
(cic˜
−1
i ),
where sgnFi/F#i
is the sign character of F#i (this definition makes sense, since the
element cic˜
−1
i is stable under the involution τi of Fi, and therefore lies in F
#
i ).
Finally, let us define νr,K(X) as
νr,K(X) =
(
x, (ǫi)i∈I∗(X)
)
∈ Bg,r(kK).
Part (1). We need to show that if νr,K(X) = y = (x, (ǫi)) ∈ Bg,r(kK), then
(6) ν−1r,K(y) = Or(X).
As above, we denote by (I, I∗, Fi, (ai), (ci)) the Waldspurger’s datum corresponding
to X . Suppose that Y ∈ ν−1r,K(y) has Waldspurger’s datum (I
′, I∗ ′, F ′i , (a
′
i), (c
′
i)).
By the definition of νr,K, we have that [Y ]r = [X ]r, so, by Proposition 4.1, we
may, and do, assume that I = I ′, I∗ = I∗ ′, and, for all i ∈ I, Fi = F
′
i and the
elements ai and a
′
i have the same valuation and angular component. We claim that
sgnFi/F#i
(cic
′
i
−1
) = 1.
Let us prove this claim. Let (I, I∗, (a˜′i), (c˜
′
i)) be the Waldspurger’s datum that
corresponds to the element Y0 that is stably conjugate to Y and lies in the Kostant
section. It follows from the construction of the Kostant section (see, e.g.,[31, Sec-
tion 2.4]) combined with the proof of [14, Theorem 4.6] that we can assume that
sgnFi/F#i
(c˜−1i c˜
′
i) = 1. Indeed, by the proof of [14, Theorem 4.6], for each element
X ′′ in the stable orbit of X there exists a unique element Y ′′ in the stable or-
bit of Y , such that X ′′ − Y ′′ lies in g(K)r+ , and this is the element that satisfies
sgnFi/F#i
(ci(X
′′)ci(Y
′′)−1) = 1 (where ci(X
′′), resp., ci(Y
′′) stands for the c-part
of the Waldspurger data for these elements). In particular, there is exactly one
such element for X0. Since the Kostant section is continuous by construction, this
element must be the element Y0 that also lies in the Kostant section. Finally, by
definition of νr,K, we have
sgnFi/F#i
(cic˜
−1
i ) = sgnFi/F#i
(c′ic˜
′−1
i ),
so that
sgnFi/F#i
(cic
′
i
−1) = sgnFi/F#i
(c˜ic˜
′−1
i ) = 1.
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To summarize, we have shown that if νr,K(Y ) = νr,K(X), then the elements
X and Y have the data (I, I∗, Fi, (ai), (ci)) and (I, I
∗, Fi, (a
′
i), (c
′
i)), respectively;
and, for all i ∈ I, the elements ai and a
′
i have the same valuation and angular
component; and sgnFi/F#i
(cic
′
i
−1
) = 1. It is shown in the proof of [14, Theorem
4.6] that these conditions are equivalent to the existence of topologically unipotent
elements ui ∈ Fi such that λi(X) = uiλi(Y ), where λi are the appropriately labelled
eigenvalues. This, in turn, combined with the conditions sgnFi/F#i
(cic
′
i
−1) = 1, is
equivalent to the statement that there exists a rational conjugate Y ′ of Y , such that
X − Y ′ lies in g(K)r+ (note that we have shown in Remark 2.2 that the constant
that is used to relate depth and slope in [14] is, in fact, 1 in all our cases).
Finally, note that for x ∈ Sg,r(kK), upon taking the union over all y ∈ Bg,r(kK)
satisfying πr(y) = x on both sides of (6), we get the assertion of Lemma 2.6.
Part (2). By Part (1), given a field K with sufficiently large residue characteristic,
we can unambiguously use the notation Or(y) := ν
−1
r,K(y), for y ∈ Bg,r(kK). To
prove thatOr(y) is definable (i.e., that it is obtained from a definable subassignment
by specialization), we use the techniques from [16]. Recall the notation, and a few
facts proved there that are relevant for the present situation.
(1) Each F#i and Fi is a K-vector space. As in [39], the elements (ci) de-
termine a pairing qW on the vector space W :=
⊕
i∈I Fi such that (V, qV )
and (W, qW ) are isomorphic as quadratic spaces (where V is the quadratic
space naturally associated to our group G). Let φ : W → V be such an
isomorphism, and let φ∗ : End(W )→ End(V ) be the isomorphism induced
by φ.
Let Li : Fi → End(Fi) be the linear map that takes w ∈ Fi to the
linear operator that acts by left multiplication by w on Fi. Let L : W →
End(W ) be the direct sum of the maps Li. Thus, if the space (W, qW ) was
constructed from Waldspurger’s datum for a regular semisimple element X ,
then for w ∈ W , its image φ∗ ◦ L(w) can be thought of as an element of
C(X)— the centralizer of X .
(2) Let X be an n×n-matrix with distinct eigenvalues {λj}, and with the char-
acteristic polynomial PX(λ) =
∏
j(λ− λj). Let P
(j)(λ) be the polynomial
PX divided by the factor (λ − λj). Then the projection operator onto the
λj -eigenspace can be written as P
(j)(X)/P (j)(λj). More generally, if we
write PX = f f˜ as a product of two monic polynomials f and f˜ , then there
exists a polynomial Π = Π(λ, f, f˜ ) (see [16, §1.7]) that, when evaluated at
X , defines the projection operator onto the direct sum of the eigenspaces
of X that correspond to the roots of f . The key fact here is that the coef-
ficients of Π are polynomial expressions in the matrix entries xij of X , and
in the coefficients of f and f˜ .
(3) [16, Lemma 35] Let zi ∈ F
#
i be an arbitrary element. Then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) sgnFi/F#i
(zi) = 1.
(b) Let w be an arbitrary element of W such that wi = zi. Let P be the
projector from C(X) onto φ∗ ◦ L(Fi) as above. (Essentially, it is a
projector to the λi-eigenspace of X .) Then there exists X1 ∈ C(X)
such that PX1τ(X1) = P (φ∗◦L)(w). Here τ is the involution on C(X)
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defined by τ(g) = (J−1)tgJ , where J is the matrix from the definition
of the group G (see (1) and (2) on page 4).
Now we are ready to finish the proof that the sets Or(y) are definable for y ∈
Bg,r(kK), and depend on y in a definable way. Let y ∈ Bg,r(kK). Then y =
(x, (ǫi)i∈I∗(x)), where x ∈ Sg,r(kK) and ǫi = ±1.
By the construction of the subassignment Bg,r, the number of indices i such that
ǫi = 1 equals the cardinality |I
∗(x)| by Lemma 4.3. Let X ∈ Or(y). We have the
element X0 in the stable conjugacy class of X that lies in the Kostant section. We
can think of the entries of the matrix X0 as terms in Denef–Pas language (see [12]).
Now, let (c˜i) be the (ci)-part of the Waldspurger’s datum that corresponds to X0,
and let c0 = φ∗ ◦ L(c˜i). Note that all of this can be written as one logical formula
in the notation of [16]:
∃c0 ∈ C(X0) trace-form(X0, c0)
(see Definition 24 loc. cit. for the definition of the term “trace-form”, and Remark
34 loc. cit. for this statement). Similarly, for our element X , we have an element
c ∈ C(X) satisfying the same condition with X replacing X0. The condition that
X ∈ Or(y) can be restated as
sgnFi/F#i
(cic˜
−1
i ) = ǫi ∀i ∈ I
∗.
By Lemma 35 loc. cit. (quoted as item (3) above), this condition can be expressed
by a formula in Denef–Pas language, whose variables include x (interpreted as a
tuple of variables of the residue field), and ǫi. In particular, the dependence on y
is definable.
Part (3). This follows immediately from Part (1), combined with Proposition
2.8.
Part (4). Finally, to prove the last statement, we just need to modify slightly
the argument of [14, Lemma 6.2]. For a point y ∈ Bg,r(kK), let Or(y) = ν
−1
r,K(y),
as above. It is an open subset of g(r,K). Let Xy be an element in ν
−1
r,K(y), and let
t be the Cartan subalgebra containing Xy. We think of Or(y) as a neighbourhood
of the orbit of Xy, and recall that
Or(y) = ∪Y ∈t(K)
r+
O(Xy + Y ).
Recall the Weyl integration formula:
(7)∫
g(K)
f(X)dX =
∑
T ′
|W (G(K), T ′(K))|−1
∫
t′(K)
|Dg(X)|
∫
G(K)/T ′(K)
f(AdxX)dx dX,
where the summation is over the G(K)-conjugacy classes of maximal tori T ′ in
G. Let f ∈ Hr(g(K)) be a definable test function (by which we mean that it is
a specialization of some constructible motivic function), and let fy be the char-
acteristic function of the set Or(y). Let us apply the Weyl integration formula
to the function ffy. It follows from the proof of [14, Theorem 4.6] that, if two
restricted elements X,X ′ ∈ g(r,K) satisfy νr,K(X) = νr,K(X
′), then their cen-
tralizers are G(K)-conjugate, cf. Proposition 4.1(1). Therefore, since fy vanishes
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outside Or(y), the right-hand side of (7) will have only one non-zero summand,
corresponding to T = CG(Xy). Then the right-hand side equals
|W (G(K), T (K))|−1
∫
Xy+tr+ (K)
|Dg(X)|
∫
G(K)/T (K)
f(AdxX) dx dX.
Since the orbital integral ∫
G(K)/T (K)
f(AdxX) dx
as a function of X , is constant on the coset Xy+ tr+(K) by Proposition 2.8, we get:
(8)
∫
g(K)
ffy(X)dX = |W (G(K), T (K))|
−1|Dg(Xy)|µXy (f) vol
∗(Xy + tr+(K)),
where vol∗ is the volume on t(K), (see [14, Section 6] for the discussion of the
appropriate normalization for vol∗). The factor |W (G(K), T (K))|−1 |Dg(Xy)| is
constructible by [14, Lemma 6.1 and (6.1.3)]. The factor vol∗(Xy + tr+(K)) is a
specialization of a constructible motivic function of y by [11, Theorem 10.1.1], since
the set Xy+tr+(K) depends on y in a definable way. We denote by Qg,r the element
of C(Bg,r) that specializes to
|W (G(K), T (K))|−1 |Dg(Xy)| vol
∗(Xy + tr+(K)).
The left-hand side of (8) is
∫
Or(y)
f(X)dX . By Part (3), the setOr(y) is definable
and depends on y in a definable way. More precisely, it is a specialization of the
fibre over y of an an element of DefBg,r ; therefore, the left-hand side of (8) is a
specialization of a constructible motivic function of y, by [11, Theorem 10.1.1].
The last claim now follows from [11, Theorem 10.1.1] together with the results
on specialization of motivic integrals, [9, Theorems 6.9 and 7.3]. 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 2.21.
4.3.1. Part (1). Let K be any local field of residue characteristic bigger than 2, π a
restricted representation of G(K) of minimal depth r, and Ψ the associated cuspidal
datum (see Section 2.6).
Recall from Theorem 2.18 that there is some element ΓΨ ∈ g(−r,K) such that,
for every test function f with support contained in G(K)regr , we have
(9)
1
deg(π)
Θpi(f) = µˆΓΨ(f ◦ e
−1) = µΓΨ(f̂ ◦ e
−1).
By Lemma 2.10, f̂ ◦ e−1 lies in the space H−r(g(K)). By Proposition 4.6(1), there
exists M > 0 such that if the residue characteristic of K is greater than M , the
element ΓΨ projects to a point yΨ ∈ Bg,−r(kK). By Proposition 4.6(3), the restric-
tion of the distribution µΓΨ to the space H−r(g(K)) depends only on the point yΨ.
Hence, the point yΨ ∈ Bg,−r(kK) determines the restriction of Θpi to G(K)
reg
r . This
argument shows that for fields K with sufficiently large residue characteristic, the
map
πΨ 7→ ν−r,K(ΓΨ)
is a well defined one-to-one map from the set of r-equivalence classes of restricted
representations of G(K) of minimal depth r to Bg,−r(kK).
4.3.2. Part (2). This follows immediately from the equality (9) and Proposition
4.6(4).
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4.3.3. Part (3). We have proved that the sets O−r(y) form a definable family of de-
finable sets parameterized by a variable y running over the definable subassignment
Bg,−r. Therefore, given a definable family of definable functions {fa} (parameter-
ized by a in some subassignment A), the expression F (y, a) :=
∫
O−r(y)
̂fa ◦ e−1 is a
constructible motivic exponential function of y and a by [10, Theorem 4.1.1]. Then,
by the specialization principle [10, Theorem 9.1.5], there exists a constantM ′ (that
depends on the family {fa} and on g and r), such that for all fields K ∈ FZ,M ′ , the
motivic integral
∫
O−r(y)
̂fa ◦ e−1 specializes to the p-adic integral
∫
O−r
y,K
̂fa,K ◦ e−1.
Further, let M ′′ be the constant such that for all K ∈ FZ,M ′′ , the specializa-
tion principle holds for the constructible motivic function Qg,−r ∈ C(Bg,−r) from
Propositon 4.6, Part (4). Note that M ′′ depends only on g and r.
Let M0 be the maximum of the constant M from Part (1) and M
′, M ′′ defined
above. Let K ∈ FZ,M0 , and let π be a restricted representation of G(K) of minimal
depth r, as above. Let Γ ∈ g(−r,K) be the element corresponding to π (see
Definition 2.14), and let y ∈ Bg,−r(kK) be the image of Γ under νr,K. Then, using
the notation of the proof of Proposition 4.6 we can write Γ = Xy. Let T be the
centralizer of Xy. We have (using the equality (8)):
1
deg(π)
Θpi(fa) = µΓΨ(
̂fa ◦ e−1)
1
Qg,−r,K(y)
FK(y, a).
This, we have shown that
Qg,−r,K(y)
deg(pi) Θpi(fa) is a constructible exponential function
of a. Since
Qg,−r,K(y)
deg(pi) is a positive rational number that does not depend on a, this
completes the proof. 
Remark 4.7. Rephrasing Part (1) of the theorem we just proved, we would like to
emphasize that we can reconstruct (in an algorithmically computable way) the val-
ues of the distribution character, at least at a family of definable test functions sup-
ported near the identity and satisfying the conditions from Definition 2.20, from a
point y ∈ Bg,−r(kK). Indeed, starting with a point y ∈ Bg,−r(kK), we can construct
the fibre O−ry,K of the subassignment O
−r from Proposition 4.6(3), for all local fields
K with residue characteristic bigger than a constant, which we will denote byMg,r,
that depends only on g and r. Now, let us consider the family ξa,n of Section 3.2.1.
By Lemma 3.5, there exists a constant Mξ,g,r > 0, such that for K ∈ FZ,Mξ,g,r , the
motivic integral
∫
O−r
ξa,n specializes to the integral
∫
O−r
y,K
ξa,n,K dg, where the latter
integral is with respect to the Haar measure on G(K). Here we apply Lemma 3.5
to the family {fα} that consists of the characteristic functions of the thickened or-
bits O−ry,K, indexed by the points (y,K) of the definable subassignment Bg,−r. The
constant Mξ,g,r depends on Mξ and on the formulas defining the subassignment
Bg,−r, which, in turn, depend only on G and r. For the fields of characteristic zero,
where we know that the distribution character is a continuous distribution, this
information is equivalent to knowing the restriction of the distribution character to
G(K)r.
4.4. Proof of Theorem 2.23 in the characteristic-zero case. We will use
J. Korman’s theorem on the local constancy of characters [30], which we quote
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here. That paper assumes that characteristic of K is zero, so we will assume that
throughout this section.
Let γ ∈ G(K)reg be a compact element, and assume that the connected compo-
nent of the centralizer of γ is a torus that splits over a tamely ramified extension
E of K.
Let T = CG(γ)
◦. Then the regular depth of γ (see [30, Definition 1.1] or
[5, Definition 4.1], where the term singular depth is used instead) is the rational
number
s(γ) = max{ordK(α(γ) − 1) | α ∈ Φ(G, T )}.
Note that the following theorem does not require our strong hypotheses on the
representation π.
Theorem 4.8 ([30, Theorem 4.1]). Let π be an irreducible admissible representa-
tion and choose r′ > max{s(γ), d(π)}, where d(π) is the depth of the representation
π. Then the distribution Θpi is represented on the set
G(K)
(
γT (K)r′+s(γ)
)
by a
constant function.
In fact, this theorem follows from Corollary 11.9 of [5] (since, in the notation of
that result, we have m = Lie(T )(K) in our case, so that Om(0) = {0}), which makes
no asumption on the characteristic of the field K. Hence, the agument presented
in this section for the fields of characteristic zero works in positive characteristic as
well. However, since part of the strength of motivic integration lies in the transfer
between characteristic-zero and positive-characteristic cases, we decided to include
the next section, in which we derive the positive-characteristic version of Theorem
2.23 from the characteristic-zero case.
Now let us assume that the residue characteristic p is larger than n = nG, in the
notation of §1, and that γ ∈ G(K)regr . Then, since G embeds in GLn and (in this
setting) every torus in GLn splits over a tame extension of K, the condition that
the centralizer of γ splits over a tamely ramified extension is fulfilled automatically.
Since γ is compact, we can apply Theorem 4.8.
Let Greg0+ be the subassignment that specializes, for every K ∈ FZ,M , to the set
of regular topologically unipotent elements G(K)reg0+ (see §2.7.1). Thus, the term
“definable function on G(K)reg0+ ” really means “specialization of a definable function
on Greg0+ ”.
Lemma 4.9. There exists M > 0, and a definable function φ(γ) on the set
G(K)reg0+ = G
reg
0+,K that satisfies φ(γ) ≥ s(γ) for all γ ∈ G(K)
reg
0+ , for all K ∈ FZ,M .
Proof. Let X = e−1(γ), a regular, semisimple, topologically nilpotent element in
g(K). Then s(γ) = max{ordK(dα(X)) | α ∈ Φ(G, T )}. Note that D
g(X) =
det ad(X) is obviously a definable function of X , and it has the expression
Dg(X) = det ad(X) =
∏
α
dα(X).
Therefore, since dα(X) ∈ OK for every α ∈ Φ(G, T ), we have for all such α that
ordK(dα(X)) ≤ ordKD
g(X);
so we can take φ(γ) = ordKD
g(X). 
With some care to handle the case when T is not split, we expect that we could
show that s(γ) itself is a definable function. However, for our purposes, this is not
necessary.
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Corollary 4.10. There exists M > 0 and a definable subassignment T in the
category DefGreg
0+
, such that for every K ∈ FZ,M , and every γ ∈ G(K)
reg
0+ , the fibre
Tγ,K is the set γT (K)r+2φ(γ). The restriction of the character θpi to each of the sets
γT (K)r+2φ(γ) is constant.
Remark 4.11. We observe that the corollary implies that the sets G(K)
(
γT (K)r+2φ(γ)
)
can also be thought of as the fibres of a definable subassignment. However, we can-
not tell whether the individual level sets G(K)
(
γT (K)r′+s(γ)
)
are definable (i.e.,
whether they are in DefQ)—a priori, there is no reason why we could eliminate
the parameter γ, so this corollary does not automatically imply that θpi is a con-
structible exponential function.
It follows from the above corollary that G(K)Tγ,K is a definable neighbourhood
of the conjugacy class of γ on which the character θpi is constant. We would like
to get a compact definable neighbourhood of γ, with the additional property that
its volume is an invertible element in the ring of values of the motivic measure.
First, we replace the neighbourhood G(K)Tγ,K by something compact. Let x be
the hyperspecial vertex in B(G,K) such that G(K)x,0 = G(OK)—which is, clearly,
definable. Then by the above corollary, there is a definable subassignment, which
we will denote by T 0, such that
T 0γ,K =
G(K)x,0
(
γT (K)r+2φ(γ)
)
for K of sufficiently large residue characteristic and γ ∈ G(K). The set T 0γ,K is
a compact, definable neighbourhood of γ on which θpi is constant. We have that
vol
(
T 0γ,K
)
is a constructible motivic function of γ, since it computes the volumes
of the fibres of a definable subassignment. However, later we would like to divide
another constructible motivic function by this volume function, and it might not
be an invertible element in the ring of constructible motivic functions. The next
lemma shows how to fix this by passing to a further subassignment.
Lemma 4.12. There exists a definable subassignment U in DefGreg
0+
, such that for
every K ∈ FZ,M , for every γ ∈ G(K)
reg
0+ , we have Uγ,K ⊂ T
0
γ,K, and the motivic
volumes of the fibres Uγ are of the form L
n(γ), with n(γ) a Z-valued constructible
function on Greg0+ .
Proof. Note that T 0γ,K is an open subset ofG(K) that depends only on the parameter
γ. Let d stand for the dimension of G (as an algebraic variety—which coincides
with its dimension as a definable subassignment in the sense of [11, Section 3.1],
as well as with the dimension of G(K) as a p-adic manifold). We will call a subset
of Ad(K) a ball if it is defined by a formula ord(xi − ai) ≥ ri in the variables
(x1, . . . , xd) for some element a = (ai)1≤i≤d ∈ A
d(K), and for r = (ri)1≤i≤d ∈ Z
d.
Notice that the volume of such a p-adic ball with respect to the Haar measure on
Ad(K), normalized so that measOdK = 1, is of the form q
n, where the power n ∈ Z
depends on r. Now, the idea is to make a subassignment U such that Uγ,K is a ball
(with respect to some suitable local coordinates around γ).
One convenient choice of coordinates on G for the study of Haar measure comes
from a big Bruhat cell. Let Tspl be a maximal K-split torus in G, B a Borel
subgroup containing Tspl, N its unipotent radical, B
− the opposite Borel subgroup
(with respect to Tspl), and N
− the opposite unipotent radical N−. The subvariety
Ω :=N−TsplN of G, which is a translate of the standard big cell in G, is isomorphic
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to the Cartesian product N− × Tspl × N . The complement of Ω(K) in G(K) has
Haar measure 0. As varieties, N and N− are isomorphic to affine spaces of the
same dimension, and T to an open subset of an affine space. Let x1, . . . , xs be
coordinates on N ; y1, . . . , ys coordinates on N
−; and s1, . . . , sr coordinates on Tspl.
With this choice of coordinates, the extension by 0 to G(K) of the volume form
ω = dy1 ∧ · · · ∧ dys ∧ dx1 · · · ∧ dxs ∧
ds1
s1
∧ · · · ∧
dsr
sr
on Ω(K) is a Haar measure. To abbreviate, we will write (x, y, s) for the coordinates,
meaning the corresponding tuples.
For every γ ∈ G(K)reg0+ ∩Ω(K), there exists a ball, (with respect to the coordinates
(x, y, s), in the sense of the definition above) that contains γ, and is contained in
Ω(K) ∩ T 0γ,K, and such that |si| is constant on this ball for i = 1, . . . , r. For every
γ, there exists unique largest ball with these properties. We denote it by C1(γ).
By the definition of the volume form ω, the volume of this ball depends on γ in
a definable way, and is of the required form. We define the subassignment U of
Greg0+ × A
d in such a way that Uγ,K = C1(γ) for γ ∈ G(K)
reg
0+ ∩Ω(K).
Finally, there are finitely many translates of the set Ω(K) that cover G(K). Let
us denote them by Ω1, . . . ,Ωl, with Ω1 = Ω(K) (where l depends only on G). These
translates can be chosen to be definable. For the elements γ in Ωj(K) \∪
j−1
i=0Ωi(K),
we define the ball Uγ,K in the same way, except using the coordinates on Ωj .

4.4.1. Completing the proof. Now we are ready to prove that there is a constructible
motivic exponential function on Greg0+ whose specialization has the same restriction
to G(K)regr as the function θpi. Let r be the depth of π, as before (and recall that
we are assuming that it is the essential depth of π as well). Let fγ(x) be the
characteristic function of Uγ,K. Then by the local constancy result discussed above,
(10) Θpi(fγ) = vol
(
Uγ,K)θpi(γ).
By Theorem 2.21(2, 3), the functions
Qg,−r(x)
deg(x) Θx(fγ) form a constructible family
of constructible motivic exponential functions of γ, indexed by x ∈ Bg,−r. Then,
by Lemma 4.9 combined with (10), the functions
Qg,−r(x)
deg(x)
θx(γ) = q
−n(γ)Qg,−r(x)
deg(x)
Θx(fγ)
form a constructible family of constructible motivic exponential functions, and we
can define
F (x, γ) := q−n(γ)
Qg,−r(x)
deg(x)
Θx(fγ),
which completes the proof. We observe that dividing by the formal degree was
only necessary to show that F (x, γ) is constructible in the variable x ∈ Bg,−r (see
Remark 2.24).
4.5. Proof of Theorem 2.23 in the positive characteristic case. As above,
π is a restricted representation of minimal depth r, see Section 2.6.
Let us summarize the relevant results from the previous sections. Let fa be
any constructible family of constructible motivic functions, with the parameter a
coming from some definable subassignment, and such that the support of fa,K is
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contained in some fixed definable compact subset of G(K)regr for all K ∈ FZ,M1 for
some M1. Then:
(1) There exist a definable subassignment Bg,−r ∈ RDefQ, and M > 0, such
that for every K ∈ FZ,M and every restricted representation π of G(K)
of minimal depth r, the values Θpi(fa,K) depend only on a and the image
x ∈ Bg,r(kK) of π under the map of Theorem 2.21(1), so we can write
instead Θx(fa,K).
(2) Θx(fa) is a constructible motivic exponential function of a. We denote it
by Fx(a).
Recall the family ξa,n of definable test functions from Section 3.2.1, that spans a
dense subspace of C∞c (G(K)) for all K ∈ FZ,Mξ for the constant Mξ that depends
only on G. Let M be the constant from the already proven characteristic zero case
of Theorem 2.23, and let M0 = max(M,Mξ). Then, for the fields of characteristic
zero K ∈ AZ,M0 in addition to the above two statements, we also have:
(3) There exists a constructible motivic exponential function F on Bg,r ×G
reg
such that for all K ∈ AZ,M0 ,
FK(x, γ) =
Qg,−r,K(x)
deg(x)
θx(γ).
(4) There exists a family of definable sets Uγ (see Lemma 4.12), with γ ∈ G
reg,
such that for all fields K ∈ AZ,M0 , the character function θx is constant on
Uγ,K.
The Lemma below asserts that we can transfer sufficient information about local
constancy of the character to the positive characteristic case, using everything we
already proved in the characteristic zero case.
Lemma 4.13. Let K ∈ BZ,M0 , and let π be a restricted representation of G(K) of
minimal depth r. Then the function θpi is constant on the sets Uγ,K.
Proof. Let x ∈ Bg,−r(kK) be the point that corresponds to the definable r-equivalence
class of π. Let γ0 ∈ G(K)
reg
r . Suppose that g0 ∈ Uγ0,K, and put θpi(g0) = b. Then
by local constancy, there is a neighbourhood Ub of g0 such that the character θpi
takes the value b everywhere on Ub. We can assume that Ub ⊂ Uγ0,K. Let 1Ub be
the characteristic function of the set Ub. Let {ηa}a∈A be any family of definable test
functions satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) of Definition 2.20, for example, the
family ξa,n of Section 3.2.1. Then there is a definable compact set WK ⊂ G(K)
reg,
containing Ub, and for every ε > 0, a definable function fε =
∑m
i=1 ciηai,K (where
the number m, the constants ci ∈ C, and the parameters ai ∈ AK depend on ε),
such that supp(fε) ⊂WK, and
sup
WK
|1Ub − fε| < ε.
Let us evaluate the distribution character on the function fε. On the one hand,
by definition of θpi,
(11)
|Θpi(fε)− b vol(Ub)| =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
G(K)
θpi(g)fε(g) dg −
∫
G(K)
θpi(g)1Ub(g) dg
∣∣∣∣∣
< ε vol(WK) sup
WK
|θpi|.
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On the other hand, Θpi(ηa) is a constructible motivic function of a, and it can be
specialized both to the fields in AZ,M0 and in BZ,M0 . By the characteristic-zero
case of Theorem 2.23 (see §4.4), on AZ,M0 , its specialization coincides with the
specialization of the function∫
Greg
deg(x)
Qg,−r(x)
F (x, g)ηa(g) dg
of a, where F is the function from condition (3) above.
Therefore, by the transfer principle (see e.g. [12, Theorem 2.7.2]), the special-
izations of these two functions to the fields in BZ,M0 also coincide. Hence, for every
i = 0, . . . ,m,
(12)
Θpi(ηai,K) =
(
deg(x)
Qg,−r(x)
∫
G
F (x, g)ηa(g) dg
)
K
(ai) =
deg(x)
Qg,−r,K(x)
∫
G(K)reg
FK(x, g)ηai (g) dg.
Since, for allK ∈ AZ,M , the specialization of F (x, g) toK is constant for g ∈ Uγ,K,
it also has to be constant for K ∈ BZ,M0, and we have:∫
G(K)reg
FK(x, g)1Ub(g) dg = FK(x, γ0) vol(Ub).
We get:
(13)∣∣∣∣Θpi(fε)− deg(x)Qg,−r,K(x)FK(x, γ0) vol(Ub)
∣∣∣∣ < ε vol(WK) sup
g∈WK
FK(x, g)
deg(x)
Qg,−r,K(x)
.
We observe that when the field K is fixed, and the point x ∈ Bg,−r,K is fixed as
well, while ε and, accordingly, ai and the function fε vary, all the factors in the
right hand side of the inequalities (13) and (11), except ε, remain constant. Letting
ε→ 0 and comparing (13) with (11), we get
θpi(g0) = b =
deg(x)
Qg,−r,K(x)
FK(x, γ0).
A similar argument shows that θpi(γ0) =
deg(x)
Qg,−r,K(x)
FK(x, γ0) = b, as desired. 
Remark 4.14. A similar argument could be used to carry J. Korman’s local con-
stancy result of [30] over to the fields of positive characteristic, when the residue
characteristic is large enough. On the other hand, this result in positive charac-
teristic also follows from [5]. In general, the fact that the characters are motivic
should have implications for their local constancy; this remains to be explored.
Now we can prove Theorem 2.23 in full generality, not just for characteristic
zero fields: we just need to repeat the conclusion of the proof of Theorem 2.23 from
Section 4.4.1, which now works both in AZ,M0 and BZ,M0 by Lemma 4.13.
5. Concluding remarks and future questions
5.1. Toward local integrability in positive characteristic. We believe that
just using the information about the distribution character on our family of func-
tions, one can prove the local integrability of the character function (at least in
the range of validity of Theorem 2.21(2)). So far we have shown that, for all fields
K ∈ FZ,M0 , every definable r-equivalence class of restricted representations of G(K)
of minimal depth r corresponds to a point x ∈ Bg,−r(kK), and the character θpi on
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G(K)regr is the restriction of the specialization of the constructible motivic exponen-
tial function F (x, g), up to a rational constant deg(x)Qg,−r,K(x) . Further, we know that for
all fields K ∈ AZ,M0 and x ∈ Bg,−r(kK), the specialization of F is locally integrable
with respect to g. We expect that a general “transfer of integrability” result should
hold for constructible motivic exponential functions; this will be explored in future
work. Finally, once we had the local integrability result, we could conclude that the
distribution character was a continuous linear functional on the space C∞c (G(K)r)
for all K ∈ FZ,M , and therefore knowing its values on a definable family of definable
test functions would be sufficient.
5.2. Toward an explicit algorithm for computing character values. Sup-
pose one wanted to write a computer program that took the residue field character-
istic p and the depth r as an input, and produced a number M and the character
tables for representations of depth r of Sp2N (Qp) and SOn(Qp), for p > M (here
we take Qp for simplicity so that we do not have to think of the implementation of
the definition of a field extension; all our arguments work for an arbitrary p-adic
field. Here is what we can contribute so far towards such a program.
(1) It is easy to write a program that would generate the parameter space Bg,−r
following the recipe given here and in [14]. No integration is required.
(2) If motivic integration had been implemented, then one could further take
a formula defining the test function f as input, and for every such func-
tion with support contained in G(Qp)
reg
r , output the actual value of the
distribution character evaluated at this function.
This already would make a lot of experimentation with characters possible. In
particular, one could (near the identity) test the character for local constancy on
specific sets, as long as those sets were definable; test various linear combinations
of characters for stability; etc.
(3) Since we know that the character is a constructible function, we conclude
that if an algorithm for cell decomposition had been implemented, we could
produce, for each depth r, a complete list of neighbourhoods of regular
elements of depth at least r on which the function θx is constant, and the
list of its values on those neighbourhoods.
5.3. Future questions. There are a few things pleading to be carried out in the
context of this paper, and we plan to address them in future work. First, there is
folklore evidence that it should be possible to improve the local constancy result
of [30], and our Theorem 2.23 corroborates that: the level sets of a constructible
exponential function form a partition of its domain into definable subsets, and it
seems that the sets γT (K)r′+s(γ) are not quite large enough to be definable because
of the “extra” term s(γ). We hope to obtain a rigorous proof along these lines.
Second, it is natural to investigate the character away from the identity. It
is clear that the multiplicative characters of the field need to be included in the
language in order to make similar treatment possible. We expect that, once this is
done, it will be possible to describe the values of the Harish-Chandra character on
the whole group.
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